
Hello, <<First Name>>!

I hope you enjoyed this week's episode on lactate and lactic acid with Dr. Gladden. Here is a brief

summary of the key learning points.

Lactic acid is the acid form of lactate. Biochemically, there is an important distinction but athletes

can think of them as the same most of the time. So, I use lactate to mean both from here on.

Lactate levels rise in muscle as a result of normal metabolism when metabolic rate increases, like

during exercise. It is a fuel, not a waste product. For example, the heart takes it up from the blood

stream and uses it avidly for energy. Lactate is back to resting levels in muscle within an hour

following exercise, even intense exercise. It does not stay around in muscle, cause muscle

soreness, or produce fatigue. [It may contribute to fatigue slightly in specific power situations that

runners are unlikely to experience though most evidence is against even this effect.]

The lactate threshold has had more than a dozen definitions over the years. These range from the

workrate at which blood lactate levels increase above resting levels (there is a resting level, it isn't

zero) to the workrate above which lactate levels cannot be sustained. The latter is akin to the

'maximal lactate steady state' and this is the workload, or close to it, that most runners call the

lactate threshold. HOWEVER, the name is misleading. This workload is not sustainable for more

than approximately one hour. That brings us back to the issue that lactate isn't what's causing

fatigue. In fact, if we carefully make measurements as workrate is increased, we see that there are

no breakpoints...the relation between workrate and lactate levels is a curve, not a segmented line

with threshold or breakpoints. We only see breakpoints in a more rapidly incremented test with

fewer measurement points. Basically, a distinct threshold is a false appearance caused by the test

conditions, not the underlying physiology.

So, the 'lactate threshold' may be considered a magical threshold by many but it isn't a particularly

critical value for endurance athletes. Just as VO2max is a rough indicator of cardiovascular fitness,



so too is the lactate threshold for ultra runners. The maximum sustainable workrate for ultra

distances is much lower; it will be progressively lower the longer the race is beyond approximately

one hour until we get to walking pace. While I have some hypotheses as a scientist as to how this

can be determined in the lab, we do not yet have data on whether this more relevant value of the

maximum sustainable workrate is demonstrable in a short exercise test in the lab.

So, if you want to know the workrate of your lactate threshold, you can get pretty close by

determining the maximum pace that you can sustain for one hour. It can be a fun value and

possibly a marker of training success if re‐measured over time. But, it probably doesn't deserve all

the attention it has gotten for endurance performance, and certainly not in ultra marathon

running.

All the best,

Shawn

Chief Running Officer, Science Of Ultra
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